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ECHO
THE ACOUSTIC COLLECTION

The

Acoustic
Collection

1 Light
The open office plan: ideal for
collaboration and creativity
but noise and a lack of privacy
can inhibit productivity.

2 Acoustic
Many times, supplemental
acoustic treatments are placed
on walls and ceilings to
absorb sound and curb the issue.

3 Light + Acoustic
Now there is an acoustic and lighting
solution that seamlessly blends
with an existing design element.

The

Acoustic
Collection
Lighting offers a way to get close
to the source of noise without disrupting
the holistic design of a space.
Specify Echo in different configurations
to achieve intriguing geometric patterns
engineered to absorb sound.
Perfect for educational environments,
office spaces or noisy lobbies,
Echo brightens a space and fosters focus.
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Echo NRC = .85 – 1.00
Sound is three-dimensional, and so is Echo.
Its sculptural form provides sound absorption at the
ceiling-like traditional acoustic systems,
and its vertical components tame the room’s
horizontal dimensions. Echo fixtures have a range
of NRC values from 0.85 to 1.00 and efficient
absorptive components span between fixtures.
Echo uses the space between the pendants to maximize
sound absorption while minimizing footprint.
The above graph shows LightArt’s field test results.
Contact us for more detailed data.

Select your Echo configuration and your
fin shapes to customize an optimal acoustic
lighting solution for your project.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

3 X 1 GRID

3 X 2 GRID

5 X 4 GRID

FIN STYLE
B

STYLE

STYLE

FIN SHAPE A

FIN STYLE
B

35”Dia x 14”H
47”Dia x 14”H

Standard grid based on a 48” x 48” square

FIN STYLE FIN STYLE
FIN SHAPE B
B
B

35”Dia x 14”H
47”Dia x 14”H

SWATCHES

Nickel

Cast

STANDARDS
6-8 week lead time
Adjustable 12”–96” suspensions

Dimmable 9W LED A19 Lamp
E26 base, 3000K, 120V
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White canopy with white dress plate
mounts to round junction box
(206) 524-2223
info@lightart.com
www.lightart.com

3/64” Stainless steel cable to canopy
White power cord to canopy

